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Purpose: To investigate for the first time the dosimetric properties of a new commercial synthetic

diamond detector (PTW microDiamond) in high-energy scanned clinical carbon ion beams generated

by a synchrotron at the CNAO facility.

Methods: The detector response was evaluated in a water phantom with actively scanned carbon

ion beams ranging from 115 to 380 MeV/u (30–250 mm Bragg peak depth in water). Homogeneous

square fields of 3×3 and 6×6 cm2 were used. Short- and medium-term (2 months) detector response

stability, dependence on beam energy as well as ion type (carbon ions and protons), linearity

with dose, and directional and dose-rate dependence were investigated. The depth dose curve of a

280 MeV/u carbon ion beam, scanned over a 3×3 cm2 area, was measured with the microDiamond

detector and compared to that measured using a PTW Advanced Markus ionization chamber, and

also simulated using  Monte Carlo code. The detector response in two spread-out-Bragg-peaks

(SOBPs), respectively, centered at 9 and 21 cm depths in water and calculated using the treatment

planning system (TPS) used at CNAO, was measured.

Results:A negligible drift of detector sensitivity within the experimental session was seen, indicating

that no detector preirradiation was needed. Short-term response reproducibility around 1% (1 standard

deviation) was found. Only 2% maximum variation of microDiamond sensitivity was observed

among all the evaluated proton and carbon ion beam energies. The detector response showed a good

linear behavior. Detector sensitivity was found to be dose-rate independent, with a variation below

1.3% in the evaluated dose-rate range. A very good agreement between measured and simulated

Bragg curves with both microDiamond and Advanced Markus chamber was found, showing a negli-

gible LET dependence of the tested detector. A depth dose curve was also measured by positioning the

microDiamond with its main axis oriented orthogonally to the beam direction. A strong distortion in

Bragg peak measurement was observed, confirming manufacturer recommendation on avoiding such

configuration. Very good results were obtained for SOBP measurements, with a difference below 1%

between measured and TPS-calculated doses. The stability of detector sensitivity in the observation

period was within the experimental uncertainty.

Conclusions: Dosimetric characterization of a PTW microDiamond detector in high-energy scanned

carbon ion beams was performed. The results of the present study showed that this detector is

suitable for dosimetry of clinical carbon ion beams, with a negligible LET and dose-rate dependence.
C 2015 American Association of Physicists in Medicine. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1118/1.4915544]
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1. INTRODUCTION

Due to their unique physical and radiobiological prop-

erties, high-energy beams of charged nuclear particles offer

superior advantages in achieving a higher conformal dose

delivery in the planned target volume and the best sparing

of surrounding healthy tissues, as compared with the high-

est technology conventional photon radiotherapy tech-

niques.1–5

The number of dedicated proton and heavy-ion therapy

facilities for the treatment of deep-seated and radio-resistant

solid tumors is rapidly growing worldwide.6–8
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While radiotherapy with protons can, nowadays, be consid-

ered as a well-established treatment modality, with a relatively

high number of hospital-based centers in operation,8,9 heavier

ion radiotherapy, mostly based on carbon ions, is gaining an

increasing interest.

Heavy-ion radiation therapy using actively scanned car-

bon ion pencil beams,5,10 together with active energy modu-

lation techniques by synchrotron machines, represents one of

the most advanced cancer treatment modalities, although the

knowledge of the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) for

carbon ions is associated with uncertainties of the order of

20%.11 Indeed, eight centers are currently treating patients

worldwide using carbon ion beams, and more than 13 000

patients have been treated with this modality so far. However,

even though carbon ions are known to produce favorable clin-

ical outcomes in selected cases, such as head and neck radio-

resistant tumors, no clinical evidence to support the advantages

of carbon ions over protons and photons is available yet, and

randomized clinical trials are needed.12–14 Until then, carbon

ion radiotherapy should be, therefore, considered as an exper-

imental treatment modality.

To date, dosimetry of high-energy scanned carbon ions

for quality assurance (QA) purposes and treatment planning

verification still represents an open research issue, and it is

associatedwith considerably larger uncertainties, as compared

to dosimetry of low-LET and passive radiation deliverymodal-

ities.1,3,15,16 Current international dosimetry protocols avail-

able for high energy ion beam radiotherapy recommend abso-

lute ion beam dosimetry to be based on ionization cham-

ber measurements in water phantoms (IAEA TRS-398).17

For measurements under nonreference conditions, the use of

other dosimeters is also considered, provided that the energy

and LET dependence of the detector response are checked

against ionization chambers.17 A comprehensive review on

dosimetry of high energy charged particle beams can be

found elsewhere.3,11 The main issue in detector selection in

particle therapy is represented by the significant energy or

LET dependence of most detectors, with the exception of

the ionization chambers. The response from radiographic or

radiochromic films, silicon diodes, and other available solid

state detectors, such as thermoluminescence detectors (TLDs),

exhibits strong energy or LET dependence, and their use is

limited to conditions with nearly constant LET.11

In addition, scanned high energy charged particle beam

dosimetry presents some specific challenges, particularly

related to measurement efficiency. The use of a single-element

dosimeter, requiring delivery of the whole 3D treatment field

for each point, would be highly time-consuming, and multiple

measurement points would be preferable.18 The pretreatment

verificationmeasurements of patient-specific plans by scanned

high energy pencil ion beams are routinely performed by

simultaneous measurements of the dose at a representative

sample of points, by means of a limited number of pinpoint

ionization chambers (24, typically) arranged in a 3D stack,19

calibrated in terms of dose to water.17 Such ionization chamber

arrays are considered as a suitable instrument for 3Ddosimetry

in scanning ion beam radiotherapy, thanks to their energy inde-

pendence and small detector size. However, this method has

a scarce capability of field sampling (i.e., field coverage), due

to chamber large spacing. On the other hand, for the existing

2D detector arrays based on a matrix of hundreds of ionization

chambers, the relatively large size of each chamber (4-5 mm

side) can cause a significant and undesired dose averaging ef-

fect in situations where very high dose gradients are generated,

such as in intensity modulated particle therapy (IMPT) fields.

Therefore, the development of innovative multielement 2D

or even better 3D dosimetric systems, with very high spatial

resolution and reduced LET and energy dependence, being

able to simultaneously acquire dose measurements in a large

number of points, is highly desirable to speed up the workflow

and improve spatial accuracy of themeasurements themselves.

Due to its outstanding properties, single crystal diamond

has long been considered an ideal material for the construction

of small volume high-resolution radiation detectors, for a wide

range of beam qualities used in radiotherapy, including high

energy particle beams. However, at the time of this work, no

dosimetric data were available for synthetic single crystal dia-

mond in heavy-ion beams.11 Spotty results were reported on a

polycrystalline diamond based thermoluminescent detector20

and a natural diamond detector by PTW-Freiburg (type 60003,

now discontinued).21

In the past years, the feasibility of prototype detectors based

on a synthetic single crystal diamond diode (SCDD) was thor-

oughly investigated at Rome “Tor Vergata” University labora-

tories. The dosimetric properties of such device, now commer-

cialized by PTW-Freiburg as microDiamond type 60019, were

evaluated for clinical photon, electron, and high energy scat-

tered proton radiation therapy beam dosimetry.22–28 In addi-

tion, a good detector-to-detector reproducibility was recently

demonstrated by studying the response of fivemicroDiamonds

in small field photon irradiation conditions.29

In the present paper, the dosimetric properties of a PTW

microDiamond in high energy scanned clinical ion beams have

been evaluated at the Italian National Center for Oncological

Hadron Therapy (CNAO). The reported characterization of

a microDiamond point-like dosimeter is also intended as a

preliminary feasibility study for forthcoming development of

a multipixel two- or three-dimensional diamond-based dose

verification system.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A. Irradiation setup

Irradiations were performed at CNAO, the first hospital-

based hadrontherapy facility in Italy, using one of the available

fixed horizontal beam lines. At CNAO, proton and carbon ion

beams are accelerated by a synchrotron, and full 3-D pencil

beam scanning, including active energy variation, is adopted

as treatment delivery modality. Full technological and clin-

ical details about the CNAO are reported elsewhere.18,30–32 In

particular, for the absorbed dose to water determination under

reference conditions and, consequently, the beammonitor cali-

bration, the IAEA-TRS 398 recommendations17 were used,

adapted following the formalism proposed by Jäkel et al.33

to take into account the specificities of particle pencil beam
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scanning. Reference conditions included the use of a Farmer-

type ionization chamber calibrated under Co-60 beams at a

standard dosimetry laboratory (SSDL), monoenergetic beams,

homogeneous 6×6 cm2 scanned fields, and the measurement

depth of 2 cm in water. The effective point of measurement of

the ionization chamber (2.3 mm displacement, i.e., 0.75 times

the chamber inner radius) was taken into account.

A set of five monoenergetic uniformly scanned carbon ion

beams was evaluated: 115, 151, 209, 280, and 380 MeV/u,

corresponding to 30, 50, 90, 150, and 250mmBragg peak (BP)

depths in water, respectively. Two proton beams, of 149 and

198 MeV in energy (151 and 250 mm Bragg peak depths in

water, respectively), were also used, in order to test the depen-

dence of detector response on particle type. Pencil beam size

in terms of full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) is energy-

dependent, ranging from approximately 8 to 4 mm for carbon

ions and from 22 to 7 mm for protons, in air at the isocen-

tre. Square homogeneous monoenergetic scanned fields were

used, 6 × 6 cm2 and 3 × 3 cm2 in size for carbon ions and

6 × 6 cm2 for protons. The scanning step was set to 2 and

3 mm for carbon ions and protons, respectively. The number

of particles per spot varied from 5×105 to 8×106 for carbon

ions and 1×108 for protons. Maximum beam intensity was 5.3

×107 particles/s for carbon ions and 2.5×109 for proton beams.

Two spread-out-Bragg-peaks (SOBPs) calculated using the

syngo RT Planning (Siemens AG, Germany) treatment plan-

ning system (TPS), uniform in terms of biological dose, for a

6×6×6 cm3 cubic volume in a water phantom and centered at

9 and 21 cm depths, respectively, were also evaluated.

All tests were performed using a 3-D motorized water

phantom (MP3-P, PTW-Freiburg,Germany),with a thin lateral

entry window in PMMA. The water-equivalent thickness of

the PMMA window was taken into account to define accu-

rately the depth of the detector sensitive layer inside the water

tank.

2.B. Diamond dosimeter and electrometer

A commercial PTW microDiamond type 60019 detec-

tor was used for the measurements reported in this work;

this type of detector is based on the same device structure

employed for the fabrication of previously reported SCDD

dosimeter prototypes.22–24 The SCDD is designed to operate

as a Schottky barrier photodiode, with no need of an external

bias voltage applied (photovoltaic mode). Details on device

technology, fabrication process, and detection mechanism can

be found elsewhere.34 The detector sensitive volume is about

0.004 mm3, 2.2 mm in diameter, and approximately 1 µm

thick. The detector reference measurement point was assumed

to be at the center of the top SCDD plate surface, 1 mm

below detector tip, according to manufacturer specifications.

Taking into account the water-equivalent thickness of the

entrance windows of both the water phantom (5.8 mm) and

microDiamond (1 mm), the minimum depth achievable in

water for the detector was 6.8 mm; this depth was accurately

achieved and set in the software controlling the movement of

the detector, by pushing the detector itself against the inner

wall of the phantom. The lasers installed in the treatment room

were used to align the water tank, as well as the detector in

the transversal plane with respect to the beam direction. All

measurements were performed with the detector axis parallel

to the beam axis (axial orientation), as recommended by the

manufacturer for application in clinical photon and electron

radiotherapy beams. In order to check the effectiveness of such

recommendation in high energy particle dosimetry, the micro-

Diamond was investigated with its main axis perpendicular to

beam direction as well (radial orientation).

A PTW Unidos webline electrometer (secondary standard,

reference class dosimeter), remotely controlled, was used for

charge readings. In all cases, the microDiamond response was

acquired once the irradiation field was completely painted.

2.C. Measurement details

A summary of the dosimetric measurements performed in

the uniform scanningmonoenergetic radiation fields evaluated

in the present study is reported in Table I.

Short-term and medium-term detector response stability,

dependence on beam energy and ion type (carbon ions and

protons), linearity with dose, dose-rate dependence, andBragg

peak measurements were evaluated. Except for the latter, all

measurements were performed with the measurement point of

T I. Summary of the main dosimetric measurements performed with the microDiamond detector in uniformly

scanned carbon ion monoenergetic beams. Measurements under proton beams were also performed, to check the

dependence of the detector response on particle type.

12C ions Protons

Energy (MeV/u)

Field size

(cm2)

Energy

(MeV)

Field size

(cm2)

380 280 209 151 115 6×6 3×3 198 149 6×6

Short-term reproducibilitya • •

Medium-term stabilitya • •

Energy and particle type

dependencea
• • • • • • • • •

Linearity with dosea • •

Dose-rate dependencea • •

Bragg peak measurement • •

aThe measurement point of the microDiamond detector was put at 20 mm depth in water.
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the microDiamond detector at the equivalent depth in water of

20mm, this representing the reference conditions for absorbed

dose determination at CNAO.30 Two clinical SOBPs, centered

at two different depths in water, were also evaluated.

The dependence on beam energy of the microDiamond de-

tector response was evaluated in a 6×6 cm2 painted carbon ion

irradiation field (2×106 particles/spot delivered). The investi-

gated energies were 115, 151, 209, 280, and 380 MeV/u, and

the corresponding delivered doses measured at the beginning

of each experimental session using a calibrated PTW Farmer

ionization chamber (model 30013) were 3.32, 1.9, 1.36, 1.09,

and 0.9 Gy, respectively. For each energy, five consecutive

irradiations were performed, so that short-term reproducibility

of the detector response was evaluated.

At the end of the irradiation sets with carbon ions, the beam

line setting was switched to deliver protons. Square scanned

irradiation fields of 6×6 cm2 were used (1×108 protons/spot

delivered in each case), corresponding to doses of 1.110 and

0.906 Gy for the two evaluated beam energies of 149 and

198 MeV, respectively.

Medium-term detector response stability was evaluated

over a two-month period and five different experimental ses-

sions, by repeating themeasurement of five consecutive charge

readings in the same irradiation condition, i.e., 280 MeV/u

carbon ion beam 6×6 cm2 in size square field. Two different

sets of three consecutive irradiations (1.9 Gy each as delivered

dose), respectively, performed at the beginning and the end

of the first experimental session, using 151 MeV/u carbon

ion beams, were also used as a warm-up test and provided a

measure of the preirradiation dose potentially needed in order

to achieve a stable response from the detector.

Linearity with dose, dose-rate dependence, and Bragg peak

measurement were performed by irradiating a squared homo-

geneous field of 3×3 cm2 with 280 MeV/u carbon ion beam.

In this case, a smaller field size was used to spare beam

time. Linearity with dose was investigated in a dose range

from 0.27 to 8.72 Gy. Dose-rate dependence was evaluated

in terms of linearity of microDiamond detector response as

function of beam intensity (particles/s). The beam intensity

was changed so that the maximum ion beam particle flux

(5.3× 107 particles/s, called I100) was reduced to about 1/2

(  2.65×107 particles/s, I50) and 1/5 ( 1.06×107 particles/s,

I20). Three charge values were recorded in the above irradia-

tion conditions, i.e., I20, I50, and I100 by delivering an overall

dose of 1.09 Gy in each case.

The BP of a 3× 3 cm2 280 MeV/u carbon ion beam was

measured by means of the microDiamond detector in the stan-

dard axial orientation. The detector position was remotely

changed in a way that measurement points were closer around

the BP and in the distal fall-off, at the beginning of the nu-

clear fragmentation tail. At each depth, the whole irradiation

field was painted by the scanned carbon ion beam. The cor-

responding dose delivered at the reference position of 20 mm

in water was again 1.09 Gy. A PTW Advanced Markus plane

parallel ionization chamber (type 34045), connected to the

Unidos webline electrometer and operated at the bias voltage

of 400 V, was irradiated in the same conditions for compar-

ison.

A depth dose curve was also measured in the same irradi-

ation conditions with the microDiamond detector put in the

radial orientation and compared to the one obtained in the axial

orientation.

The microDiamond detector was finally used to measure

the delivered dose at the center of the two SOBPs previously

calculated using the TPS. The dose values obtained by the

microDiamond detector using the average calibration factor

resulting from the previous characterization were compared to

those calculated.

2.D. Monte Carlo (MC) simulations

Depth dose distribution curves in a water phantom for the

3 × 3 cm2 scanned 280 MeV/u carbon ion beam were also

simulated using  MC code (2011.2b.6 version).35,36 The

CNAO horizontal beam line,30 including the vacuum window

and the beam monitoring system, has been modeled using the

 combinatorial geometry following the design details. To

allow the comparison of the calculated depth dose distribution

curves with the experimental data, the sizes of the Advanced

Markus chamber’s collecting electrode (radius= 2.5 mm) and

the microDiamond (radius= 1.1 mm) were taken into account

in the simulations. Similarly to the method reported by Mo-

linelli et al.,18 in the adopted cylindrical scoring mesh inside a

pure water tank, the radial scoringwas restricted to the specific

F. 1. (a) Variation of sensitivity values by microDiamond detector measured with the beam types evaluated in the present study. (b) Variation of detector

sensitivity measured in a 6×6 cm2 280 MeV/u carbon ion beam, during five experimental sessions over a two-month period. In both cases, mean values (full

circles) and error bars corresponding to the standard uncertainties (k = 1) are reported.
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active radius of the measuring device, hence deriving dose-to-

water in voxels of the same size as the detector volumes. The

MC results were normalized at the depth in water of 20 mm.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.A. Response stability and energy dependence

The warm-up test showed a small variation of 0.3%, well

within the experimental uncertainty, between the mean values

of the detector response measured in the two irradiation sets

(i.e., at the beginning and the end of the same experimental ses-

sion, 5.7 Gy globally delivered in each case). This suggested

that no preirradiation dose was needed to achieve a stable

response for that specific detector, similarly to the finding

reported by Mandapaka et al.24

The dependence of the detector response on both beam

energy and particle type is shown in Fig. 1(a), where the mean

values of the detector sensitivity and their standard uncer-

tainties (k = 1) are reported for each set of charge readings.

The overall relative standard deviation was around 1.3%. Such

a value is higher than the typical values (i.e., 0.5%) obtained

by using a reference Farmer ionization chamber in the same

irradiation conditions. However, it should be pointed out that

the dose locally delivered by the pencil beam in scanned ion

beam facilities can be sensitive to even small fluctuations of

the beam position along the scanning pattern. Such deviations

are averaged out by a dosimeter whose dimension (approxi-

mately 23 mm in length and 6 mm in diameter for the Farmer

chamber) is larger than the beam size, while they can be easily

F. 2. (a) Charge measured by diamond detector and linear best fit (solid

line) as function of the delivered dose in the 280 MeV/u 12C ion beam.

(b) Percentage deviation from the linear best fit.

appreciated by the microDiamond detector, whose active area

is much smaller. As a consequence, the observed 1.3% over-

all standard deviation of the point-like doses measured by

the microDiamond detector can be reasonably accounted for

according to the above explanation. Indeed, much smaller

standard deviation values were reported in the literature, as

measured by premarket microDiamond prototypes under Co-

60 and scattered proton irradiations,24,37 where a repeatability

of 0.1%–0.2% was reported, respectively. Among type B

uncertainties, only the one due to both detector positioning

at 20 mm depth in water and water-equivalent thickness of the

detector entrancewindow, estimated as 0.3mm,was taken into

account. Its relative contribution was only significant for the

two lowest carbon ion beam energies (1.4% and 0.3% at 115

and 151 MeV/u, respectively). Although the determination of

the microDiamond sensitivity was based on the detector cali-

bration against the Farmer chamber under reference conditions

for both carbon ion and proton beams, the relative standard

uncertainty in the determination of the absorbed dose to water

for cylindrical ionization chambers was not included in the

error bars reported in Fig. 1. The IAEA estimated that uncer-

tainty around 3% for carbon ion beams mainly dominated

by those of water-to-air stopping power ratio and W -value,

while 2% for protons.17 In other words, the authors made the

basic assumption that the determination of the dose to water

under reference conditions was performed correctly, while

investigating the dosimetric properties of the tested detector.

The mean sensitivity of the microDiamond for carbon ion

and proton beams was 0.783 and 0.785 nC/Gy, respectively.

Only 2% maximum variation was observed among all the

evaluated carbon ion and proton beam energies. Therefore, the

experimental data showed no appreciable dependence of the

detector response on particle energy and type.

Figure 1(b) shows the medium-term stability of microDi-

amond response, measured over a two months period and in

five different sessions, under the same irradiation conditions.

F. 3. Sensitivity of microDiamond detector as function of the beam dose

rate. Mean values (full circles) of measured data are reported. Error bars cor-

respond to the standard deviation of the experimental data for each evaluated

dose rate.
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The standard deviations (1  ) and the mean values of each

measured data set are shown. Maximum variation within 2%

was found in the observation period, where a total dose of

approximately 300 Gy was delivered to the detector. Although

much longer beam time would be needed to exclude any radia-

tion damage effect on the detector, these preliminary data seem

to show a satisfactory response stability.

3.B. Linearity with dose and dose-rate dependence

The linearity with dose of the microDiamond detector

response is shown in Fig. 2. Charge readings as a function

of the delivered dose are reported in Fig. 2(a). A good linear

behavior was observed, with the R2 of the linear best fit

equal to 1 with an accuracy of 10−5. A sensitivity of (0.776

± 0.003) nC/Gy was calculated from the slope of the linear

fit, which is consistent with the calibration factor calculated

in the previously reported energy dependence measurements,

in a different irradiation field. Deviation from linearity of

the microDiamond response is shown in Fig. 2(b) as the

F. 4. (a) Bragg peak curves, normalized to 1 at the common depth in

water of 20 mm, of the 3×3 cm2 280 MeV/u carbon ion beam measured by

microDiamond detector and PTW AMK-IC and calculated by  Monte

Carlo code for both dosimeters. The sensitivity of the microDiamond at the

depth of 20 mmwas 0.771 nC/Gy. (b) and (c) Difference plots between Bragg

peaks measured by microDiamond and AMK-IC and calculated by MC

code, respectively.

percentage deviation of the charge readings with respect to

that resulting by the linear best fit. A variation less than ±2%

was found in the whole investigated dose range.

The dose-rate dependence of themicroDiamond response is

shown in Fig. 3. For each dose rate, i.e., for the three evaluated

carbon ion beam particle fluxes (I100, I50, and I20), the error

bars shown in Fig. 3 correspond to the variation (1  ) of

each experimental data set with respect to the mean value.

In the whole evaluated dose-rate range, the microDiamond

sensitivity is shown to be constant within the experimental

uncertainties. This indicates that no correction factors for dose-

rate dependence are needed for themicroDiamond in the inves-

tigated irradiation conditions.

3.C. Bragg Peak measurement

The BP curves of the 3×3 cm2 280 MeV/u scanned carbon

ion beam are shown in Fig. 4, as measured by the microDia-

mond detector in axial orientation and by the reference PTW

Advanced Markus ionization chamber (AMK-IC). Calculated

Bragg peaks, obtained by simulating the irradiation setup and

both tested detectors bymeans of Monte Carlo code, are

also shown in the same plot. A zoom of the BP curves in the

vicinity of the Bragg peak is shown in the inset of Fig. 4(a). All

measured and simulated curves are normalized to their respec-

tive plateau values, at 20 mm depth in water. A small adjust-

ment of the depth in water was applied to the experimental

curves (lower than 0.5 mm shift) to exactly match the depths

of maximum dose among all the curves, thus compensating

the uncertainty in detector positioning and its effective point of

measurement. No detector response corrections were applied

to the experimental microDiamond data, neither for dose-

rate dependence nor for water-to-detector material stopping

power ratios due to the small energy dependence of carbon

to water stopping power ratios in the clinical energy range.38

Difference plots between the BP curves bymicroDiamond and

F. 5. Bragg peak curves, normalized at the entrance window, of the

3×3 cm2 280 MeV/u carbon ion beam measured by microDiamond detector

in radial orientation. Measurement by microDiamond in axial orientation is

also shown for comparison.
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T II. Depth dose analysis parameters for the BPs shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

Peak-to-Plateau

ratio

Relative difference

(%)a
DDF

(mm)b
BP width

(mm)c

AMK-ICmeasurement 3.85 — 1.67 2.88

microDiamondmeasurement axial 3.86 0.3 1.77 2.85

AMK-IC 3.85 — 1.67 2.68

microDiamond 3.86 0.3 1.66 2.63

microDiamondmeasurement radial 2.40 −37.7 2.51 7.53

aPercentage difference of peak-to-plateau ratios with respect to that of the AMK-IC.
b80%–20% distal-dose fall-off of the Bragg peak curves.
cReferred to 80%–80% level.

AMK-IC are reported in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), for the measured

and simulated data, respectively. An overall very good agree-

ment among BP curves, either measured or simulated, can be

clearly observed.

The Bragg peak curve measured using the microDiamond

detector in radial orientation is reported in Fig. 5. In this case,

a 1.8 mm depth adjustment was applied to the curve. A strong

distortion of the BP curve is observed in the case of the radial

orientation. This can be ascribed to the much larger active

volume dimension along the beam direction (2.2 mm in radial

orientation versus  1 µm in the axial one). Indeed, a water-

equivalent thickness of about 7 mm can be roughly estimated

in this case, by taking into account the diamond/water stopping

power ratios. This is believed to produce the volume aver-

aging effect, resulting in the smearing and broadening of the

Bragg peak observed in Fig. 5. The above result supports the

manufacturer specifications, according to which the use of the

microDiamond in radial orientation is not recommended. Even

more so when high dose gradients are present along the beam

axis direction, such as the ones observed in the Bragg peak

region.

A quantitative analysis of all BP curves by microDiamond

detector and AMK-IC shown in Figs. 4(a) and 5 is reported

in Table II. In particular, the following features were derived:

(i) the peak-to-plateau ratios of all the reported BP curves, (ii)

the percentage differences of such ratios with respect to those

obtained by AMK-IC, (iii) the distal-dose fall-off distances,

defined as the distance of 80% and 20% distal points, and

T III. Charge readings by microDiamond detector placed at the center

of two uniform SOBPs 6×6×6 cm3 in volume, centered at 90 and 210 mm

in water, respectively. Dose values were determined according to the mean

calibration factor of detector response previously calculated. Measured data

were compared to the doses calculated by the TPS.

SOBP depth

(mm)

Charge

(nC)

Dose micro-

Diamond

(Gy)a
Dose TPS

(Gy)

Relative

difference (%)b

90 0.6775 0.865 0.868 −0.3

210 0.6745 0.861 0.869 −0.9

a0.783 nC/Gy mean calibration factor for microDiamond detector response in

carbon ion beams.
bPercentage difference of estimated doses by microDiamond detector with respect

to that by the TPS.

(iv) the width of BP at 80% level. A relative difference of

0.3%was found in peak-to-plateau ratios calculated from both

measured and simulated BP curves by microDiamond detec-

tor and AMK-IC, well below the experimental uncertainties.

Such a small deviation confirmed the effectiveness of MC

calculations and indicated that the microDiamond detector

response is LET independent in the investigated energy range.

This is consistent with previously reported results for a mi-

croDiamond prototype tested in high energy scattered proton

beams.24 The observed LET independence may be ascribed to

the very small thickness of the diamond diode depletion layer

(about 1 µm), together with the relatively high electric field

(built-in potential of about 1.3 V). The combination of these

two features is believed to drastically reduce the probability of

carrier recombination and the space charge formation within

the active volume. Such a behavior is markedly different from

what reported in the literature for other solid state detectors

proposed for dosimetry and quality assurance in high energy

charged particle radiation therapy, such as films,39 TLDs,40

silicon diodes,41 alanine detectors,42 and diamonds,21 whose

response is significantly affected by strong LET dependency.

Data derived from the Bragg peak curve measured by the

microDiamond detector in radial orientation quantitatively

confirm a strong underestimation of the peak-to-plateau ratio

with respect to both themicroDiamond in axial orientation and

the AMK-IC, and a noticeable widening of the BP.

3.D. SOBPs

The results of the dosimetry test for the two 6×6×6 cm3

SOBPs are reported in Table III. Diamond response and its

dose estimation were compared to the doses calculated by the

TPS. The mean calibration factor of 0.783 nC/Gy for diamond

detector response in the investigated carbon ion energy range

was used for dose estimation (see Sec. 3.A). Amaximumabso-

lute difference of 0.9% with respect to the expected dose was

observed, thus suggesting the suitability of microDiamond for

carbon ion clinical treatment plan verification.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The dosimetric properties of a new commercial microDia-

mond detector were investigated in high-energy scanned clin-

ical carbon ion beams for the first time. Detector response was

Medical Physics, Vol. 42, No. 4, April 2015
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studied in both uniform scanning monoenergetic carbon ion

beams and in two different spread-out-Bragg-peaks delivered

over a 6× 6× 6 cm3 cube volume. Proton beams were also

used for the device characterization to test its dependence on

particle type.

ThemicroDiamond detector showed a stable response, with

variations within the experimental uncertainties, as evaluated

by both short-term andmedium-term reproducibilitymeasure-

ments. A good behavior in terms of dependence on beam

energy was found, with a maximum variation of the cali-

bration factor lower than 2% over the evaluated carbon ion

and proton beam energies investigated in the present work. A

coefficient of determination R2 equal to 1 with an accuracy

of 10−5 was found when studying the device response as a

function of the delivered dose. The detector sensitivity showed

amaximum deviation from linearity within±2%. The detector

response was almost dose-rate independent, within the experi-

mental uncertainties in the whole investigated dose-rate range.

A very good agreement was found between depth dose curves

measured bymicroDiamond andAdvancedMarkus ionization

chamber, indicating a negligible LET dependence of the tested

detector. A depth dose curve was measured with microDi-

amond in radial orientation as well, and a strong smearing

and broadening of the measured Bragg peak were observed.

Such result confirmedmanufacturer recommendation on using

the microDiamond in the axial orientation. Very good results

were also found in SOBP dose measurements, with a relative

difference below 1% between dose estimated by microDia-

mond measurement and the ones calculated by the TPS. It

should be pointed out that detector-to-detector variability was

not specifically investigated in the present work. However, the

standardizedmicroDiamond fabrication process and the repro-

ducibility reported by Ralston et al.29 in the case of photon

beams may suggest the validity of the above results for any

microDiamond in hadrontherapy application.

In addition, more specific characterization would be re-

quired in order to assess the capability of the investigated

device in terms of absolute dosimetry. Nonetheless, the ob-

tained results indicate themicroDiamond as a suitable detector

for relative point dosimetry in modern high-energy actively

scanned clinical carbon ion beams. Its negligible LET, dose

rate, and energy dependence, together with its low preirradia-

tion dose and high radiation hardness, represent very advanta-

geous features as compared to the ones of other commercially

available solid state detectors for ion beam dosimetry. More-

over, such features represent a promising basis for a forthcom-

ing development ofmultipixel 2Ddosimetric systems based on

arrays of similar diamond Schottky diodes.
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